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PhD Proposal: Types Above Set Theory

Most interactive theorem provers produce theorems in some type theory. The generally accepted foundation for mathematics, however, is set theory. Advantages of type
theories include: type checking and inference, functions as a primitive notion, and shorter
statements when set memberships are implied by the types. But there are many type
theories, ranging from higher-order logic to the calculus of constructions, which vary
both philosophically and practically. Furthermore, type systems make certain constructions dicult, especially in abstract algebra and category theory. Gordon [4] suggested
approaches for getting the best of both worlds, the standardness and expressivity of set
theory alongside the usability a orded by types.
Gordon identi ed two ways to combine type theory and set theory: (A) starting from
type theory, axiomatically de ne a type of sets; or, (B) starting from set theory, add a
layer of types as a derived language. He sketched both approaches [3], and suggested
that (B), though harder, would yield more bene ts. Krauss and Schropp [5] pursued
(A) further, developing an automatic proof-preserving translation from Isabelle/HOL to
Isabelle/ZF. My proposal is to develop (B), to add a layer of types for easier proving in
an untyped set theory.
My research question, then, is whether any salient points in the design space of theorem proving tools that implement type theory above set theory are workable in practice.
Gordon's shallow embedding of HOL in ZF [3] is a good starting point. Workability
can follow from a solid theoretical foundation, but is ultimately decided by case studies.
Agerholm [1] formalised a domain theory construction that would be a good case study
since it cannot be done in type theory alone. Rethinking foundations, Ganesalingam [2]
provides seeds for a third approach (C): an underlying language so bare that both set
and type theory can be implemented above it.
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